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Compact C language Fourier analysis on
small computers

PHILLIP L. EMERSON
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The C language is well suited for the programming of
small computers for data collection in real-time labora
tory research, so it is becoming convenient to code some
of the analysis programs also in C. The pair of C rou
tines presented here is for simple applications of the fast
Fourier transform (FFT). These routines are written com
pactly for small analyses. They are not optimally efficient,
and they are constrained by some limitations that can be
transcended by using commercially available FFT pro
grams, such as those reviewed by Eddy and Bremner
(1983). Nevertheless, they have the advantage that they
are easily incorporated as parts of a C program whose
main purpose is something other than Fourier analysis.
Being in source-code form, these routines are easy to adapt
for various purposes.

Such adaptations require some acquaintance with the
C language. Kernighan and Ritchie's (1988) book can be
consulted for the general principles of C programming,
and the software documentation for a particular implemen
tation of C usually covers specific exceptions and inno
vations. As an alternative, a main calling program is in
cluded here that can be used in many on-line applications
without additional programming.

Potential users who have little acquaintance with Fou
rier analysis may want to consult Kaplan (1983), who ex
plained it in the familiar terms of correlations and vari
ance components. Fourier analysis is fundamentally the
same as trend analysis using orthogonal polynomials, ex
cept that periodic sine and cosine components are used
in place of the polynomial components, such as those that
are linear, quadratic, and cubic. Fourier analysis is often
used for analyzing cyclic data, such as EEG, speech,
animal sounds, and slower biological rhythms. Meaning
ful analysis requires experimental design planning that is
peculiar to Fourier analysis and, often, some preprocess
ing of the data before the FFT is performed (Blackman
& Tukey, 1958; Glass, Wilson, & Gottman, 1975).

The Algorithm and Program Elements. In the stan
dard terminology for variations on the fundamental FFT
algorithm (Liu, 1975), the method used here is frequency
decimation with postshuftling. It was coded first in BASIC
(Emerson, 1980) and now in C, directly from the signal
flow graph of Figure 10 in Cochran et al. (1967). The
radix is 2, for the simplest computational algorithm, and
the computations are done in place in the sense that the
transform ends up in the same memory arrays in which
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the original data were stored. An A array is used for the
real components and B for the imaginary. Actually, both
arrays hold real quantities, but those in the B array are
assumed implicitly to have the coefficient~ so that
each (A ,B) pair represents a complex number. 1 The in
dex, i, runs from 0 to n - 1, where n is the number of
elements in each of the two arrays. Because the radix is
2, n must be an integral power of 2. The main computa
tions of the FFT are performed by the freqdec( ) routine
shown in Listing 1. Before calling freqdec( ) for the first
time with a new value of n, the calling program must cre
ate the q[] array, which is a quarter-wave table of co
sines to be used in the FFT calculations. The ith element
of q[ ] is cos(2ri/n), for 0 :S i :S n/4. The q array is not
modified by calls to freqdec(). The direction of the trans
form, forward (time to frequency) or inverse (frequency
to time), is controlled by the argument sgn in the call to
freqdec() (sgn = 1 for forward; sgn = -1 for inverse).

Assume that a time series is to be transformed, and that
it is obtained as a sequence of equally spaced measure
ments on some quantitative variable. As soon as n is
known, the q array can be constructed. Then the elements
of the time series should be inserted in their natural order
into the A array, starting at Ao. If possible, the length of
the time series should be made an integral power of 2 in
the experimental design. If that cannot be done, then the
series will not fill the A array, and a data window of the
length of the actual time series should be applied, with
the trailing empty A elements set equal to zero. This data
window should be tapered toward zero on both ends, as
is the Hamming window, which will be used in an exam
ple.? All of the B elements should be set equal to zero.
The freqdec() routine should then be called, and post
shuffling should be done using bitrev( ), as will be illus
trated. Note that the A and the B arrays will contain the
complex exponential form of the FFT. For some purposes,
the coefficients (aj,bj ) in the trigonometric form of the
Fourier series are needed. This series is

ao + E[ajcos(2rij/n) + bjsin(2rij/n)],

where the summation starts at j =1. These coefficients are
obtainable from the elements of the A and B arrays, after
postshuffling, as

ao = Ao/n, bo = 0,

and

aj = (Aj + An-j)/n, bj = (-Bj + Bn-j)/n,

for 0 < j < n/2. The power (energy, or variance com
ponent) at frequency j/(n~), where ~ is the spacing be
tween time points, can then be computed as aJ + Iif, and
the amplitude is the square root of the power.

A Calling Program. The main program of Listing 2
can be used for test purposes and for some real applica
tions. It compiles with popular C implementations, such
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LISTING 1
The FFr Subroutines

1* fftpak1.c -- the name of this file. *1
1******* The primary FFT computations, leaving only the post-shuffling. ****1
void freqdec(n,sgn,A,B,q)
int n,sgn ;

} 1* u=cos *1
} 1* v=sin *1

v = sgn*q[n/4 - k]
v = sgn*q[k - n/4]

double A[],B[] .en ;
( int gap,jump,j,k,i,h,m

double x,y,u,v
for(gap = n/2, jump = 1 ; gap ; gap 1= 2, jump *= 2)

for(j=O ; j < jump i j++)
for(i = 2*gap*j, m=i+gap, k = 0 i i < m i i++, k += jump )

( h = gap + i i

x = A[i] - A[h]
Y = B[i] - B[h]
A[i] += A[h]

B[i] += B[h]
if( k <= n/4) {u = q[k]
else { u = -q[n/2 - k]

A[h] = u*x + v*y
B[h] = u*y - v*x

}

}

1****** Binary bit reversal for post-shuffling.
int bitrev(word,n) int word,n i

( int tem,tern1
tem1 = 1 i n »= 1 ;
for(tem=0i n tem1 «= 1, n »= 1)

if( n & word) tern 1= tern1 i

return(tern) i

n is integral power of 2 *1
1* and word < n. *1
1* Shift n and tem1 *1
1* oppositely. *1
1* Set tem bit if *1
1* word bit = 1. *1
1* Result is in tern. *1

)

LISTING 2
A Main Program Calling the FFr Routines with Input Data from Keyboard or File,

and Output to Screen or File

1* The file of routines for the FFT.
1* pi to 15 places.
1* The maximum length of series transformable.
1* library memory allocator.
1* library cosine function.

1* dofft.c the name of
#include <stdio.h>
#include Ifttpak1.c"
#define PI 3.141592653589793
#define NMAX 2048
char *callocO
double cos() i

th i s file. *1

*1
*1
*1
*1
*1

1****** A workable program. ****1
1* A,B,q will be arrays. *1
1* Allocation of space for *1
1* the A and B arraays. *1

1* Abort if not *1
exit(1) i) 1* enough space. *1

1* Forward or *1
0» sgn = -, 1* inverse? */

main(argc,argv) int argc i char *argv[] i

{ int I,J,n,sgn double *A,*B,*q,z
A = (double *) calloc(NMAX,sizeof(double)
B = (double *) calloc(NMAX,sizeof(double)
if( (A == NUll) 1I (B == NUll) )

( fputs("Memory overflow\n",stderr)
sgn = 1 i

if( (argc > 1) && (strcmp("_I,argv[1]) --
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LISTING 2 (CooliDued)

if( isatty( fileno(stdin) ) ) /* Prompt needed? */
fputS("type the pairs of A B values; end with CTRL-Z\n",stderr) ;

}

for(i=O; i < NMAX ; i++)
if( scanf("Xlf Xlfll,&A[il,&B[il> == EOF) break;

if( i == NMAX && scanf(IXlf",&z) != EOn
( fputs("n is too large\n",stderr) ; exit(1) ; }

for(n=1 ; n <= NMAX ; n *= 2 )
if( n >= i ) break;

fore ; i < no; i++ )
{ A[il = 0.; B[il = 0.; }

q = (double *) calloc(n/4+1,sizeof(double) ) ;
if( q == NULL )

( fputs("Memory overflow\n",stderr) ; exit(1) ; }
for(i=O; i <= n/4 ; i++) q[il = cos(2.*PI*i/n) ;
freqdec(n,sgn,A,B,q) ;
for(i=O ; i < n ; i++)

( j = bitrev(i,n) ;
printf("X20.10le X20.10le\n",A[jl .etrn ;

}

/* Get data. */
/* Stop on EOF. */
/* But i=NMAX and */
/* no EOF is error.*/
/* i is number of */
/* data lines. */
1* Make n integral */
/* power of 2. */
/* Allocate space */
/* but abort if */

/* not available, */

/* and fill in q. */

/* Do the FFT. */
/* Post shuffle */
/* on output. */

as Microsoft C, Datalight C, and Borland Turbo C. It
performs a singleFFf andthenexitsto theoperating sys
tem. It is a minimal FFf program, but it is designed to
be used with readily available supporting facilities that
make it quite flexible. The input/output redirection and
pipingcapabilities of MS-DOS are very helpful, and the
data-manipulation programs in Perlman and Horan's
(1986) UNIX:STAT package greatly extend the flexi
bility.

After the programof Listing 2 is compiled andlinked,
the result willbe theexecutable file, DOFFf.EXE. There
is only one command line option. If the program is in
voked simply by typing DOFFf after the MS-DOS
prompt, a forward FFf willbeperformed. If it is invoked
withan appended spaceand minus sign(DOFFf -), an
inversetransformwill be performed. After the DOFFf
command is issued to MS-DOS, thedataare typed on the
keyboard, and the results appearon the screen. On input
as wellas output, thedataare inonlytwocolumns, which
are the contents of the A and B arrays.

For realistic applications in whichdata setsare larger,
an inputfile, say INFILE,canbe created using a textedi
tor, or produced directly bysome data-collection program.
The contents shouldbe, as before, a pair of columns for
the A and B arrays. Care should be taken to include
no blank lines or extraneous comments in this file (even
at the end) sincelinesare counted to determine the num
ber of elements in theseriesto be transformed. Thecom
mand to transformthe data in this file would be DOFFf
< INFILE,and the output would cometo thescreen. To

redirect theoutput to a diskfile, sayOUTFILE, thecom
mand would be OOFFf < INFILE > OUTFILE.

Considertwoexamples in which PerlmanandHoran's
(1986) UNIX/STAT manipulation programs are quite use
ful. In the first, the initialtimeseriesis an 8-point square
wave that will be transformed and then detransformed.
Theseriescanbeentered intoINFILE withtheA column
containing four 1 values followed by four 0 values, and
the B column containing all 0 values. The command to
do the forward transform is OOFFf < INFILE >
OUTFILE. Before the inverse transform is applied
to OUTFILE, all elements of A and B need to be
divided byn (8 in thiscase). TheUNIXisTAT command,
dm xl/8 x2/8 < OUTFILE > OUTl, will accomplish
this, putting the results in the new file, OUTI. The in
verse transform then can be done with the command
OOFFf - < OUTl, fromwhich theoutputcomes to the
screen. Except for rounding errors, the resulting num
bers should be thesameas thosecontained in the original
INFILE.Theseoperations are thoseneeded to transform
a series, and then detransform it.

As the second example, assume theexistence of a file,
DATA, that contains a time series of 200 real quantita
tive measurements in a single column. Note that 200 is
not an integral power of 2 and that the programof List
ing 2 will expand the lengthto 256 elements, appending
zeros in the last 56. Assume, then, that this series is to
be preprocessed before transforming, with a Hammin~

timewindow (Blackman & Tukey, 1958) of length 200.
Thus, it is reasonable to createa derived filethatwillcon-
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tain the required second column of zeros for the B array,
as well as the preprocessed data in the A array. A
UNIX:STAT command to accomplish this is

dm xh(.54-.46*cos(2*3.l4l59*(lNLINE-l)/200))
o < DATA> HDATA

The new file, HDATA, is ready for input to DOFFT by
a command such as DOFFT < HDATA > RESULTS.
The FFT will appear in the newly created file, RESULTS.
This example can be extended to illustrate the computa
tion of the power spectrum from the FFf in the RESULTS
file. Most of the calculations can be done by the
UNIX: STAT command

dm (xl/128)*(xlll28) + (x21128)*(x2/l28)
< RESULTS > POWER

which places the output in a file called POWER. These
output values are correct for all nl2 of the aJ + bJ ele
ments, except that the first element must be divided by
4 to give the correct value of the dc power.

Limitations. The radix of 2 makes the programming
of the algorithm of Listing 1 simple, but it also leads to
the requirement that the series to be transformed have a
length that is an integral power of 2.

The value of NMAX in Listing 2 is 2,048, which is
the maximum length of series that can be transformed.
The maximum can be doubled if the A and B arrays are
changed from type double to type float. This maximum
is designed to be safe with most C compilers implemented
with MS-DOS and with machines having at least 192K
of memory. For larger memories and some compilers,
it would be possible to extend this maximum substantially,
but the disadvantage is that some modifications probably
would be needed to accommodate' 'far pointers, " which
are not implemented in the same ways by different im
plementations of MS-DOS C.

The accuracy of the computations is about 14 signifi
cant figures when short sequences are transformed. For
longer sequences, the greater numbers of calculations lead
to greater accumulations of round-off errors. A notable
source of inaccuracy for multiple-file operations with the
main program of Listing 2 is the formatted output. The
specification of %20. 1Oleprovides for about 11 signifi
cant digits, whereas about 15 are available with the stan
dard double data type. Increasing the format length,
however, slows down the input and output.
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NOTES

I. For most of the simple applications that might be envisioned, the
timeserieswouldconsist of purelyreal numbers, and thetransform would
therefore be perfectlysymmetrical. Thus, more memoryspace is used
than wouldbe required in principle. A reviewersuggestedthat the ex
tra memoryspace mightbe usable in specialbatchoperationsby trans
forming two independent real series in the sameoperation,startingwith
one in the A array and the other in theB array. Retrieval of the separate
results would require the separation of even-symmetric from odd
symmetriccomponents, and some other minor adjustments. A related
possibility is the generalized spectralanalysis of a time series of two
element vectors, such as the plane coordinates of a moving object.

2. End tapering seems like the best general-purposeway to treat the
situation in which the length of the observed time series is not an in
tegral power of 2, although other treatments might be better in some
special applications.

3. The Hammingwindowis symmetrical and smooth with maximal
transmissionat its center, tapering nearly to zero on each end. Some
other functionwith thesecharacteristicsmightserveas well. A tapered
data window often is used even when the length of the time series is
an integral power of 2, to temper the possible discontinuity between
the end and beginning, which are adjacent in the periodic representa
tion assumed in using the FFr. Althoughthey are not adjacent in this
example, the tapered ends temper the possible discontinuities at the
boundariesof theseparatinggap. A sharp discontinuity of the de level
of the time series creates a splatteringof powerover manyfrequencies
far up and down the spectrum. If the time series contains true discon
tinuities, the splattering is correct, in a sense,although it makesthe Fou
rier analysisdifficult to interpret. If the discontinuities are merely ar
tifacts of end mismatch, on the other hand, end tapering works well
to combat the splatter and reveal true periodic components.
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